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1: Divorcing the dictator ( edition) | Open Library
Author Frederick Kempe's Divorcing The Dictator vacillates between traditional reportage and polemics about a foreign
policy that accepted a tyrant and his excesses. The result is an often riveting account of a dictator who played all sides
in the waning days of the Cold War.

Klaus Kirchner and are available from him at Luitpoldstr. Content complete story of malingering leaflets used
in Psywar. With facsimile of German "Suedstern" leaflet in English "Better a few weeks ill than all your live
dead". Including five original leaflets, among them two from Skorpion West disseminated during the "Battle
of the Bulge" Laswell, Harold. A description of the founding of the OWI and OSS, their philosophies, and
battle for domination within the American propaganda hierarchy. Much data on themes, operations and
concepts. Early catalogue of Allied leaflets to Germany. Infantry Journal Press, Washington D. Illustrated with
both "black" and "white" leaflets. Combat Forces Press, Washington D. Has some added data on Korean War
propaganda. Lord, Carnes and Frank R. Rosen Press, NY, Includes some data on psyop. Small book with
strong anti-Nazi theme. An anthology of technical psywar articles reprinting many studies first published in A
Psychological Warfare Casebook and The Art and Science of Psychological Operations. This book contains
only technical data, and no specific leaflet operations. Molnar was an American dealer who produced an
extensive illustrated sales catalogue of many leaflets, particularly of the Far East. Undated but circa Booklet
on the Phoenix program, some leaflets illustrated. Reproduced leaflets in a bound booklet format. Carlisle
Barracks, PA, University of Michigan dissertation Transcripts, McNair, Washington, DC, , This book
contains several chapters concerning psychological warfare from World War II through the Korean conflict.
The effect of U. Mostly a political look at the Vietnam War. Cornell University Press, A small paperback
with background on the Korean war. This page book is very well illustrated with 52 photos and 5 illustrated
drawings. Box , Colorado Springs, CO You can also e-mail the author at: Articles published include current
happening in the world of PSYOP as well as historical information. The Pennsylvania State University Press,
Some minor mention of Operation Cornflakes, and some interesting code numbers, code names, and cover
names, for people and places. Very little on propaganda leaflets. This book details the work of the Studies and
Operations Group in Vietnam. It mentions some propaganda campaigns, including the forging of the money of
North Vietnam. Japanese-language book showing many full-color leaflets used by and against the Japanese
during WWII. Selected paperback booklets on wartime propaganda. Leaflets dropped on France by Germany
out of print Cold War Rocket leaflets Berlin out of print V1 Rocket Propaganda Leaflets , 4th. ISBN 0 9 8
Air-dropped propaganda and facsimile currency out of print. French leaflets dropped over Germany out of
print. Selections of propaganda and psychological warfare leaflets from the personal collection of the author. It
would be a valuable resource, except that 11 of the 12 pages on psychological operations have been deleted.
Edited by Victor Margolin. Republished by The Wellfleet Press. Numerous illustrations and excellent text on
all aspects and phases of Allied and Axis propaganda. Originally published as Il Linguaggio della Grafica
Politica. Arnoldo Mondadori Editore, S. Stein and Day Publishers, Also published by Batsford, London, A
fairly interesting look at wartime propaganda in two wars by both sides. Walker and Company, New York,
The first volume is a general look at wartime OSS operations, with emphasis on activities in the United States.
The second volume gives a history of overseas OSS activities. It is an excellent reference source for Rome,
Bern, and other posts where propaganda was manufactured. Grosset and Dunlop, NY, A general look at Nazi
white propaganda. A large book, numerous illustrations. Little data on leaflets. A series of documents on the
foundation and activities of the Indian National Army. One section is on INA psychological warfare. Noting
specific on leaflets. Venners Forlag, Copenhagen, Danish-language booklet on the subject of British black
propaganda used in Denmark. British "black" leaflets to Denmark illustrated. The original rough draft of Sort
Propaganda, shown directly before this entry. Harper Collins Publishers, Silvain, Gerard: Illustrates stamps,
currency, leaflets and documents. Oxford University Press, A recent, rather hostile treatment of psychological
warfare [broadly defined to include violence and covert operations of various sorts], which is useful in
providing a different perspective on PSYOP. Smith, and available from the author at Flat 5, Highfield Ct. To
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Free From Oppression: A Concise History of U. Kennedy Special Warfare Center and School. Mentions mock
postage stamps. Recounts British propaganda operations in enemy countries during World War I. Although
this book is actually on the subject of Japanese occupation currency in Malaya, it contains sections on
airdropped currency, propaganda overprints, propaganda matchbooks, and a page section on propaganda
leaflets with over a dozen shown in full color. There is not much new information for the expert, but there are
numerous illustrations, which are interesting and informative. Manchester University Press, Tonnelat, Hansi
and E. There are three references to the American counterfeiting of the currency of North Vietnam. In all
cases, the currency was taken to the north by Vietnamese agents under the supervision of the CIA. Leaflets
dropped by LZ and LZ A book that describes the various propaganda postage stamps of Vietnam including
the fight against the French and the Americans. A look at the Vietnam War as seen from the other side. June
24 July 1, Warren, Major Harris G. British and German "black" philately Winkler, Allen M: Yale University
Press, New Haven, Discusses the background and political difficulties faced by the OWI. Some data on
propaganda campaigns. Exeter Books, NY, A large illustrated book showing propaganda posters used by all
sides during WWII. Contains a chapter entitled "White Bombs; the Leaflet Raids".
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Divorcing The Dictator has 19 ratings and 5 reviews. Mark said: Very well written book that explains our complicit
cooperation in aiding a thug to power.

Manuel Antonio Noriega Moreno Spanish pronunciation: He had longstanding ties to United States
intelligence agencies; however, he was removed from power by the U. He became an officer in the
Panamanian army, and rose through the ranks in alliance with Omar Torrijos. From the s until shortly before
the U. Noriega relied upon military nationalism to maintain his support, and did not espouse a specific social
or economic ideology. In , Noriega was indicted by federal grand juries in Miami and Tampa on charges of
racketeering , drug smuggling, and money laundering. Following the U. He was sentenced to 40 years in
prison, and ultimately served 17 years after a reduction in his sentence and time off for good behavior. In ,
Noriega was extradited to France, where he was sentenced to seven years of imprisonment for money
laundering. In France extradited him to Panama, where he was incarcerated for crimes committed during his
rule. Diagnosed with a brain tumor in March , Noriega suffered complications during surgery, and died two
months later. He was known for his complicated relationship with the U. He has been called one of the
best-known dictators of his time, and compared to authoritarian rulers such as Muammar Gaddafi and Augusto
Pinochet. Early life and family Noriega was born in Panama City , into a relatively poor mestizo , or
mixed-race, family with Native American , African , and Spanish heritage. Neither had a lengthy presence in
his life: He was described as an "oddly serious child," a bookish student always neatly dressed by his
punctilious godmother. Manuel had not previously met his siblings. After graduating from the Instituto
Nacional, Noriega won a scholarship to Chorrillos Military School in the Peruvian capital of Lima , with the
help of Luis, who had by then received a position in the Panamanian embassy in Peru. Her family, of Basque
heritage, was reported to have been unhappy with the marriage. Noriega was repeatedly unfaithful to his wife,
who at one point expressed a desire for a divorce, though she changed her mind later. Torrijos became a patron
and mentor to Noriega, protecting him when he ran into trouble. In a incident, according to journalist John
Dinges , Torrijos helped Noriega avoid legal problems after a prostitute accused Noriega of beating and raping
her. After this Torrijos transferred Noriega to a remote posting. Several prisoners said that they had been
tortured; others stated they had been raped in prison. As a second lieutenant in , Noriega spent many months
taking courses at the School of the Americas. Reports have suggested that he continued to pass intelligence to
the U. Johnson concluded that Noriega would be a valuable asset, as he was a "rising star" in the Panamanian
military. Officials from the Panamanian military were frequently given courses at the school free of charge.
Noriega was proud of his relationship with the school, and would wear its crest on his military uniform for the
rest of his career. Arnulfo Arias was elected president in following a populist campaign. Soon after taking
office he launched a purge of the National Guard, sending much of its staff into "diplomatic exile" or
retirement. Noriega had gone from being a captain to a lieutenant colonel in just a year and a half, and
according to Dinges, had left his undisciplined past behind him. President Jimmy Carter , which ensured that
control over the Panama Canal would pass to Panama in In that position, he had Panamanians exiled whom he
viewed as threats to the government. He also kept files on several officials within the military, the
government, and the judiciary, later allowing him to blackmail them. President Gerald Ford stepping back
from negotiations about the Panama Canal during the prelude to the U. Presidential election in Bush , then the
director of Central Intelligence , Noriega flatly denied involvement, instead suggesting that the CIA was
responsible. On some occasions, the Panamanian embassy in Managua would be used by U. The payments
were as high as U. Noriega discovered this operation in early , and instead of making it public, bribed the U.
Justice Department had enough evidence to bring an indictment of Noriega on drug charges in a U. Though no
assassination attempt was made, the other ploys may have been tried in the early s, according to Dinges.
President Jimmy Carter , no charges were brought against Noriega because the U. Flores was removed in a
quiet coup on March 3, , after which Paredes was made leader until by general agreement, after which the
military would work together to ensure his election as the president in the election scheduled for He did not
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have a particular social or economic ideology, and used military nationalism to unify his supporters. The law
also tripled the size of the military forces, and gave the National Guard control over immigration, customs,
commercial transportation, railroads, and airports. The government also harassed, intimidated, or exiled
individual journalists and editors. The newspaper La Prensa , which remained independent and was frequently
critical of Noriega, had its staff intimidated and its offices damaged; eventually, it too was forced to close.
Defense Intelligence Agency stated that Noriega held firm control over drug-related activities and money
laundering through a group of close associates within the military. Noriega acted as a conduit for U. Noriega
permitted these activities despite the Panama Canal treaties restricting the use of the U. Colonel Oliver North
by Noriega offered to help North assassinate or sabotage Sandinista leaders in return for North helping
Noriega improve his image with the U. Throughout the s and the s, Noriega was able to manipulate U. It is
clear that each U. In the U. Bush , for his close relationship with "Panamanian drug lord Noriega". Though an
ally of Torrijos, he and Noriega had been personal enemies for a long time. After crossing the border,
witnesses saw Spadafora removed from the bus by the PDF. Upon his return to Panama, however, stepped
down from the presidency after a confrontation with Noriega. In , however, Noriega went back on this
agreement, announced he would be heading the military for the next five years, and assigned Herrera to a
diplomatic post. Noriega charged Herrera with treason, and cracked down hard on the protesters. Senate
passed a resolution asking Noriega to step down until Herrera could be tried; in response Noriega sent
government workers to protest outside the U. As a result, the U. In the afternoon of the day after the election,
the Catholic Bishops conference announced that a quick count of public tallies at polling centers showed the
opposition slate winning 3-to Official tallies the day after that, however, had Duque winning by a 2â€”1
margin. President Jimmy Carter, present in Panama as an observer, denounced Noriega, saying the election
had been "stolen", as did Bishop Marcos G. However, Duque knew he had been badly defeated and refused to
go along. Images of Ford running to safety with his guayabera shirt covered in blood were broadcast around
the world. After this attempt, he declared himself the "maximum leader" of the country. After lengthy and
inconclusive talks, the negotiations collapsed a few months later; according to Dinges, Noriega had no
intentions of ever resigning. It also declared Noriega "chief executive officer" of the government, formalizing
a state of affairs that had existed for six years. Three incidents in particular occurred very near the time of the
invasion, and were mentioned by Bush as a reason for the invasion. The United States Department of Defense
said that the servicemen were traveling unarmed in a private vehicle, and that they attempted to flee the scene
only after their vehicle was surrounded by a crowd of civilians and PDF troops. Although the killing of the
Marine was the ostensible reason for the invasion, the operation had been planned for months before his death.
Though this was part of a contingency plan for the invasion, del Cid quickly decided that the Panamanian
military was not in a position to fight a guerrilla war against the U. Air Force aircraft by agents from the U.
Drug Enforcement Administration DEA on January 3, Noriega received several warnings about the invasion
from individuals within his government; though he initially disbelieved them, they grew more frequent as the
invasion drew near, eventually convincing Noriega to go on the run. Psychological warfare specialists were
brought in to attempt to dislodge him, including blaring rock music, and turning a nearby field into a
helicopter landing zone. After ten days, Noriega surrendered on January 3, Army and the CIA. The district
court held that information about the operations in which Noriega had played a part supposedly in return for
payment from the U. It ruled that "the tendency of such evidence to confuse the issues before the jury
substantially outweighed any probative value it might have had. Thus, the district court may have overstated
the case when it declared evidence of the purposes for which the United States allegedly paid Noriega wholly
irrelevant to his defense". The Court of Appeals refused to set aside the verdict because it felt that "the
potential probative value of this material, however, was relatively marginal". This status meant that he had his
own prison cell, furnished with electronics and exercise equipment. Following the visit, Noriega wrote
Brannon a letter thanking him, and stating that his visit had been like "a dream, a revelation", and that
"receiving our Lord Jesus Christ as Savior guided by you" had been an emotional moment for him. After
serving 17 years in detention and imprisonment, his sentence ended on September 9, Noriega was convicted
in absentia , but French law requires a new trial after the subject of an in absentia sentence is apprehended. He
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faced up to 10 years in French prison if convicted. Noriega appealed his extradition because he claimed France
would not honor his legal status as a prisoner of war. He remained in the hospital for four days before being
returned to prison. Noriega closes a chapter in our history; his daughters and his relatives deserve to bury him
in peace. He permitted and encouraged rumors that as the chief of intelligence, he was in possession of
negative information about everybody in the country. Dinges suggests that the impression among some
officials that Noriega made money off of every transaction in the country may have been cultivated by
Noriega himself. He was perceived as a trusted collaborator in the war against drugs, even as the DEA was
investigating him for involvement in smuggling. By the time of his removal he had come to be hated in the U.
The film was described as a "political drama with profound stakes", that was nonetheless depicted with "wild
humor".
3: Divorcing the Dictator : Frederick Kempe :
The author of Divorcing the Dictator: America's Bungled Affair with Noriega discussed the book. Kempe's theme is that
the U.S. started the relationship in without thinking of the.

4: Divorcing The Dictator: America's Bungled Affair with Noriega by Frederick Kempe | LibraryThing
Kempe recounts the history of the United States' relationship with Noriega from his recruitment by the CIA to his capture
in He examines why and how the United States became involved with the Panamanian dictator and how the involvement
has affected its standing in Latin America.

5: Divorcing The Dictator: America's Bungled Affair with Noriega by Frederick Kempe
Look at it this way: When it comes to picking a "bum of the month" to flatten, George Bush is doing a whole lot better job
than Don King. Like the suddenly famous Buster Douglas, Panama's.

6: Psyop Reference Books
Divorcing the dictator by Frederick Kempe, , G.P. Putnam's Sons edition, in English.

7: The Manuel Noriega Trial: Selected Links and Bibliography
Get this from a library! Divorcing the dictator: America's bungled affair with Noriega. [Frederick Kempe] -- The story
behind America's disastrous relationship with General Manuel Antonio Noriega.

8: Divorcing the Dictator: America's Bungled Affair with Noriega - Frederick Kempe - Google Books
A mediated divorce often costs less than 1/3rd of a litigated divorce; Mediation can finalize a divorce in much less time
than litigation -- months versus years; You lose none of your rights by mediating.

9: Los Angeles Times - We are currently unavailable in your region
Divorcing the dictator: America's bungled affair with Noriega Item Preview.
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